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Welcome to the Manifestation Babe Podcast. My name is Kathrin Zenkina, and I'm a
manifestation expert, master mindset coach, and a multiple seven-figure entrepreneur.
I'm obsessed with helping you achieve everything that you once thought was impossible. If
you're looking to massively uplevel your life, your finances, your relationships, your
productivity, and success, you have come to the right place. My goal in this podcast is to
help you see the infinite potential within yourself to be, do, and have anything that your
heart desires. Think of this podcast as your weekly dose of mindset development to help
you maximize who you are and where you're going. Leave it to me to provide you with
tools, resources, strategies, and teachings that you need to manifest a reality wilder than
your wildest dreams. I know we're about to have so much fun together, so thank you so
much for pushing play today. And now, let's begin. Hello gorgeous souls, and welcome
back to another episode of The Manifestation Babe Podcast. I'm so excited to dive into
this topic because this is a topic that I am incredibly passionate about. I love talking
about all the incredible things that we accomplish when we stop demonizing money and
we stop wealth shaming. In fact, this is a topic that I'm so passionate about that I have
created an entire program around this. If you're not familiar with the Rich Babe Academy,
it is all about helping lightworkers reframe what money means to them, so that they can
attract more money and do the work that they are meant to be doing on this planet; so
that they don't have to worry about money anymore; so that they can actually focus on
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their mission and purpose. I wanted to put this into podcast form, because I wanted to
shine some light on a topic that has been talked about a lot, and has been going around
a lot, and is very prevalent in our society. I thought I would offer another perspective and
another way of looking at money, wealth, and billionaires - for example - or millionaires,
or whatever it is that you define as someone who has a lot of wealth. So, before we dive
into that, I just want to give some context of what I mean specifically about demonizing
money. What does that mean? And what does wealth shaming mean? So, very simply
demonizing money, when I say that, what I mean is the simple act of declaring money to
be evil, or making it out to be evil. This can come as a thought; this can come as a belief;
this can come and manifest into actions, where we literally repel money from us because
we believe it's so evil. We believe that people who have money are evil, and so we don't
want to associate ourselves with people who have money. That turns into something
called Wealth Shaming, which is shaming those people who have money, and making
them out to be the evil players that are responsible for all of the world's problems. As I
mentioned in - I don't even know what order my podcasts are coming out anymore,
because I recorded so many of them in the last couple of weeks, but I did record one on
this shame game that we've been playing. This really falls into that, where we have been
playing the shame game of trying to figure out who we can blame for all the world's
problems, instead of all taking personal responsibility, and focusing, first and foremost, on
our individual realities before we start fixing other people's realities, or attempting to fix
other people's realities. This is in line with that topic. And so, I just want to expand on it
and make it more specific to money and wealth, which are all these things that we want
to attract more of. On a conscious level, we all want more money. We all want more
wealth. We want our needs to be taken care of. We don't want to worry about bills
anymore. But at the same time, we hold this belief; we are so afraid of attracting money,
because we think that if we have more money, other people are going to shame us for it,
and we don't want to be ostracized. Therefore, we have become so good at repelling it
because we don't want to be associated with something evil. We also don't want to be
ostracized. So, why do we do this? I want to talk a bit about the root cause of why we do
this. I went on the internet the other day, preparing for this podcast, and I just decided to
read some forums and threads, which are always fascinating. It was talking about why
people resent rich people; why do people who have no money resent those who have
money? I was just reading other people's opinions and seeing what they had to say. A lot
of them said that it's jealousy, it's envy, for some; for others, they said, "It's because they're
evil. They're such evil people, and we have to combat the evil" - which I find so fascinating,
because I have been on both spectrums of having money. No, I'm not a billionaire; I'm not
100-millionaire; I haven't even made $10 million yet; but I have made, in total, since I
started my business, over $5 million. So, I have learned how to manifest over $5 million
into my life over the last four to five years, but you can also look at it as across my
lifetime. For context, I am 27 years old, because a lot of people always ask how old I am.
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Some of you guys think I'm older than I actually am, and some of you guys think I'm
younger. So, I'm 27 years old. I grew up in poverty. When my family immigrated to the US,
we literally had nothing; absolutely nothing. We immigrated with $900 for the five of us.
That was supposed to last us until, somehow, we learn English - by we, I mean my parents
and my grandparents - get jobs, and are able to make more money. So, somehow this was
supposed to last us right. I remember growing up as a kid. My parents divorced when I was
young, so I really remember spending a lot of time with my mom and watching her have
to choose between paying for something related to me, or paying for something related
to the bills. "Do I pay for her childcare because I'm going to nursing school, and someone
has to take care of my child; or am I going to pay for food today?" I remember not having
very much and looking at other kids, wondering, "Why do they have all these toys? Why
won't my mom buy me all these toys?" And so, I've seen both sides of the spectrum; I've
heard a lot of stories. I will admit that a lot of it comes from me hearing stories that put
context into why I saw certain things as a kid. And then, here I am, a 27-year-old
multimillionaire. And so, I have different perspectives, and I'm always fascinated with
going into the root of where this comes from. I know that I'm not a greedy person; I'm not
an evil person; I have no intentions; I come with no ill intentions. I come in peace, guys,
and I just want to create a world which we are all proud to be a part of. I want everyone to
live up to their highest potential; I help people out when they can't help themselves; I
teach people how to create the realities of their wildest dreams; and I give back to a lot of
causes. Just looking at myself, I already know that I'm not part of the collective of this
collective belief that wealthy people are evil people. I have such a great relationship with
money, that I've been able to see another side of money; where money is my best friend,
and money supports me. Yesterday, I hired a new, and I wouldn't even call her coach. She
actually showed up on our podcast not too long ago. Again, I don't remember what order
my podcasts are going to come out, but I interviewed Shaman Makhosi, and I ended up
hiring her, one-on-one. Yesterday, I remember just saying, "Thank you, money. Thank you
so much for making this a possibility for me. Thank you so much, money." I don't see
money as evil, but some people still do. And so, what is the root cause of this? Well,
demonizing money and wealth shaming really comes rooted. The root comes from the
belief that we live in a zero-sum world, and that there isn't enough to go around. It's
rooted in the belief that if one person has more, then other people have less; and when
others have less, only then you can have more. It's rooted in this belief that somewhere, a
pie in the sky - which I've never seen this pie. I don't know if you've ever seen this pie, but
for some reason, everybody believes in this pie in the sky - that there's only so many slices
to go around; and if you have more slices than someone else, then you are greedy, and
you essentially stole that slice from someone else. There's this notion that people who
have money stole from the poor. I was reading this in these threads, and I was thinking,
"Hmm, that's so fascinating." I've been able to help create wealth for other people. I know I
didn't steal money to get here. So, the different beliefs are just so fascinating. But this is a
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belief that lives in our collective conscious. In order to change the collective conscious,
and in order to shift the scales, where we can all have this beautiful relationship with
money, and we can all understand that there's plenty to go around - there's so much to go
around - in order for us to shift the collective conscious to all believe that together, we first
have to do it on an individual level. That's what I'm passionate about with my Rich Babe
Academy, to do this; to help lightworkers manifest the money that they deserve. So, going
off of these beliefs, we have some questions to ask. Here are some questions to explore: Is
there actually a pie in the sky? And is there even a total amount of slices that one can
have, or money that one can have? That we can all have? Who decides that? And where
are those rules? Who created those rules? I'm always fascinated. We have all these rules,
but who created them? And are they God? Do they have the right to do that? And when
people have more, do we automatically have less? I know in entrepreneurship, for
instance, in the personal development world, when we create a business around
empowering people to create the lives of their wildest dreams, yes, they're purchasing a
program from us to learn how to do it, and there's a currency exchange there - there's an
energy exchange - but then they're empowered with the exact same resources that they
need to go out and create hundreds of thousands, if not millions of dollars, for themselves,
doing what they love. So, for instance, if you have a business in which you teach business
owners how to expand their businesses, not only are you growing your business by
attracting more clients, but so are your clients. You're actually creating wealth within your
business for other people. So, is it true that when someone pays you, you have more, and
they automatically have less? No. Maybe financially, for a brief moment, they are out
$1000 to $2,000, or however much your service is; but then what they have in intellectual
property, and what they have within their consciousness, is so much greater than that
amount of money. The energy exchange is actually a little unbalanced, because you're
giving so much more than that $2,000. That person can then go out and build a business
of their wildest dreams and be able to attract even more money. Through Rich Babe
Academy, I obviously charge for my programs because it's an energy exchange that I
deserve in exchange for the content that I put and give out, my students are going out
and manifesting 10s and 100s of thousands of dollars. This wealth consciousness that they
now have is intangible. It is something that is limitless and infinite. It teaches them how to
tap into the infinite universe; to create as much money as they can possibly want. So
yeah, the investment was 2K, but if they get $100,000 overall out of it for the next year, or
two, or whatever it is - I have so many examples, so I don't even want to pinpoint an
example of what happens when you shift your wealth consciousness. I have so many
examples. But does it mean that they now have less because I have more? No; I've seen
the very opposite. And so, who created that belief? Let's talk about that belief. Are those
who have more responsible for why others have less? When we blame the billionaires and
millionaires for those who are in poverty, is that really true that all of a sudden those who
have more are responsible for why others have less? Or is there much more to this than
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meets the eye? Is there much more than just what we're seeing here in the 3D physical,
tangible world? So, I was inspired to make this podcast for two reasons: Number one, it's
Rich Babe Season in Manifestation Babe Land, which means it's time to talk about money.
I want to spend this month talking about the importance of healing our relationship with
money, diving deep into rewiring the very way that we think and feel about money. I am
opening up my Rich Babe Academy at the end of the month, so if this topic is something
where you're like, "Damn, I really need help with this. This is where I need to focus because
this is what's preventing me from traveling the world -" which is kind of hard to do right
now with COVID, I get it, but you know what I mean - "attracting more clients and
customers into my business, or getting that promotion at work, or finding a job, or
whatever it is;" that you need more money to help you do whatever you need resources
for, which is just about everything in life. This is what Rich Babe Academy can help you
with, and I would love to have you be a part of that. Number two, there's a post going
around right now, and maybe you have come across it. The only reason why I know of it is
because I got tagged in it; it was talking about how billionaires are evil. Essentially, I'm just
going to give you guys a summary. I didn't even go deep into it because I don't have to. I
can go into that perspective, because I grew up in that perspective, but I don't need to
dive back into that perspective. I have a new, more empowering perspective. There's a
post that's going around, and if you haven't seen it, I'll just give you the summary. It's
basically talking about how billionaires are evil, they're the scum of the earth, and they
should not exist; how if you are a billionaire, then you literally should not exist; and how
these people must donate all of their money, and that they are the very reason why
poverty exists. Blah, blah blah. Because they exist here on Earth, they created poverty for
others. Here's what's up, and here's what I think of all of this. Number one is: In a world
where money is limited, because it isn't just energy, a neutral resource, or something that
comes from source - a lot of people think money comes from other people; it does not
come from other people; energy comes from source. If there really was a pie in the sky and
we found it, where everyone could only have their fair share; if it was actually true that
having more would take away from everyone else, then I absolutely agree. Within that
framework, of course, I agree that billionaires, under that framework, shouldn't exist. By
that definition, they are greedy and the reason why poverty exists; and that they should
donate all their money to causes that would help redistribute wealth, because they stole
the money from the pie in the sky, right? If money were inherently evil; if money actually
did have a mind of its own and it set out to destroy the world, then absolutely, rich people
are evil. Get rid of them. Holy shit, especially the billionaires! Why else would money be
attracted to them? If money were evil, then evil would attract evil. So yeah, under this
framework, they have more money because they're evil, because money is evil. But I'm
sure if you've been listening to my podcast for any length of time - maybe you're a former
Rich Babe student; maybe you were in my Manifestation Babe Academy; maybe you've
done one of my free challenges, or you've been following me on Instagram for some time -
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you know that money doesn't work that way. First of all, money doesn't have a mind of its
own. I've never seen my dollar bills climb out of my wallet, or my credit card for that
matter, because I don't carry much cash and I told you guys why; it's because I can't help
but give it away. Every time I see someone who's struggling on the street, I just have to
give them money. It's just ingrained in me, which goes to show you, am I an evil person?
Hmm? (inquisitive). So, I've never seen my credit cards jumping out of my wallet, running
down the street, and committing their own acts of evil. I've never seen that. Money doesn't
have a mind of its own. That's like saying the kitchen knife was responsible for the murder
of a person. If someone got murdered and the kitchen knife was a tool, then we should
blame the kitchen knife; or the kitchen knife deserves all the credit for the beautiful dinner
that you just spent six hours cooking. It's not you who deserves the credit for the beautiful
dinner that you prepared for your family over the weekend. No, no; it's the knife. The
kitchen knife deserves all the credit. Or it's the surgical knife, not the surgeon - the surgical
knife that is the one that saved the child's life in the emergency room last night when their
appendix was about to burst. No credit to the surgeon. It's the knife that did it. But was it
the knife? AKA the tool? Or was it the person behind the tool? Was it the chef behind the
tool? Was it the murderer behind the tool? Was it the surgeon behind the tool? Or was it
the person, and the intention with which the tool was used? The intention of saving a life,
versus cooking a dinner, versus killing someone are all completely different. Absolutely,
there are greedy people. Absolutely. I will admit to it. There are greedy people. There are
rich people out there who do have the worst intentions. I'm not putting blanket
statements anywhere. Some billionaires do not mean well for others in society. Very true.
Oftentimes, money is not always used in the most high-vibe way. I'm not going to deny
that for even one second, nor am I oblivious to that. But is money itself just the money
itself; that energetic currency itself, that's evil and should be demonized? Or is it the way
that money is used? This is why this is so toxic, especially to really good, heart-centered,
compassionate, caring, and loving people in this world who would do the most incredible
things with money, if they had more money. Demonizing money and wealth shaming is
incredibly toxic. Here are the incredible things that lightworkers, or heart-centered people
with a heart, compassion, care, and love for other people, animals, humanity, the
environment, and the world; this is what they would do if they had more money: things like
giving to causes that they care about. People are saving the environment, protecting the
wildlife, giving back to the Indigenous, saving kids from being trafficked, feeding those
who can't feed themselves, rehabilitating veterans with PTSD. I don't have to give you the
list because I'm sure your list is endless. My list of how many people I want to help is
endless. But if you demonize money, and wealth-shame, then you prevent lightworkers
from using this tool in the way that they would use it, because they don't want any
association with it if it's considered evil; because good people don't do evil things. There's
no association, there; good people do good things; evil people do evil things right. I'm
giving a label, when I can get even more esoteric and philosophical with this, asking,
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"Who does determines what's good, and who determines what's evil?" According to the
universe, it just is. It's us humans that put meaning and labels attached to very neutral
things, but we're not going to get into that. So, let's just keep going with this narrative of
good, versus evil. Creating opportunities for other people. For instance, me building my
team alone has given over 10 people the opportunity to work a job that they love, get
paid well for it, enjoy full benefits, qualify for 401(k)'s, work on their own time, and be part
of a mission that's changing the world. Do I ever, because of this, feel guilty for my
business generating more money? No, not at all! Money also allows you to take great care
of yourself. How many great people out there are burned out and unable to fulfill their life
purpose in their mission, because they're suffering from something I call "Empty Cup
Syndrome"? When we ignore our own needs, keep our cup empty, and then try to give
back to others from an empty cup, we can't do it. It doesn't work; we're exhausted. That's
when we get resentful. Something like money - again, a neutral tool - lets us go to the spa.
For instance, you can take a day off, get your nails done, invest in organic food, get a
vitamin IV, go on a retreat, take a well-deserved vacation, and all these awesome things
so that we can come back refreshed and be our best selves, which is the version of you
that the world needs. Other things like creating generational wealth for your family and
generations to come, and then over all of that, just really making money a thing that you
do not worry about. You don't worry about it so that you can actually focus on your
purpose and mission in your life, whatever that purpose or mission is. Lightworkers can do
so many incredible things with money. All of you listening to this podcast, by the way, are
lightworkers. I know I don't attract evil people to listen to my podcast. So, if you're
listening to this podcast, take that as confirmation that you are a heart-centered and
compassionate person who would do incredible things for this world. We can do so many
incredible things with money, but yet, we have created this energetic blockage. Why do
you see so many lightworkers undercharging? Why do you see healers undercharging?
Why do you see shamans undercharging? Why do you see coaches undercharging? We
created an energetic blockage for these people like us because of the box that we as a
society and as a collective have put money into. We put money into this box. We give this
stereotype to money; that if you pursued money, then you're a greedy, selfish person. We
give labels to rich people. So, of course, we don't want to amass wealth, because we don't
want to be associated with those labels. The shaming that we do of those who have
money, to the point where people don't want to be associated with money at all, and then
they spend their time having to constantly keep thinking about money in a resentful way,
because they're constantly thinking about how they never have enough, and now they're
struggling to pay their bills. So, money is still on their mind. If we want to go even deeper
into this, let me tell you, when you have plenty of money, you hardly ever think about
money. When the abundance is flowing, you are focused on everything else, but money,
because you have enough money, so you don't have to worry about it. But when you don't
have enough money, what are you constantly focusing on? Money. So, if that label of "Rich
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people are constantly focusing on money, so they're selfish;" they give that definition that
if you're constantly focused on money, you're selfish. They say that rich people constantly
focus on money - which they don't - and it's the people who don't have money that are
constantly focused on money. So, who's actually selfish? Isn't it weird? When you really
break these down, it gets so wild. You start thinking, "Seriously, why am I dedicating my
whole life to this flawed belief system?" So, under these labels and associations, if you're a
good heart-centered person, why the fuck would you want to be associated with money?
And if you actually are, - and here's the kicker over here that no one thinks about - if you
actually are a greedy, evil, ill-intentioned person, then of course you want more money;
under those labels and that stereotype, you don't mind being associated with it, because
that is your identity. And so, the energetic frequency is matched based on the labels we
have given it. So, if we keep labeling and demonizing money, then only the greedy, evil,
and ill-intentioned people are going to want it, and so they're going to be the ones
attracting it. And the people who do so many incredible things, like give to causes we care
about, and create opportunities for people, and take care of ourselves, and help take care
of other people, and support missions and other people's purposes, we're not going to
attract it because we're now not on that energetic frequency based off of those labels.
Every time I post something online about money - and I struggled with this for the longest
time; I actually wanted to get rid of Money Mindset, because I just got tired of this until I
realized that this is my own work to do, and that I should just get over it because people
need this work - every time I post about this online, anything positive around how to
reframe your relationship with money, there's always one person - guaranteed, every time
- at least one person who will leave a comment, a DM, or something that says, "Money
isn't everything. Why are you so self-centered, constantly talking about money? You're all
about money now, Kathrin; you've really changed. All you talk about is money." And yet,
these people are definitely strangers. They don't know me. I've never had a friend actually
say this to me. It's always been some random person. They don't even know for a second
how I actually use this tool in my life. That's all it is, an energetic tool. The reason why they
call it currency is because it's just energy. It's a current of energy; currency. They don't
know that I put resources back into my business, first and foremost, so that I can keep
creating more free content like this podcast. By the way, you guys, I have to pay editors
for this. You know that, right? I have to pay someone to create the show notes, to edit the
podcasts, and to upload it. I'm not the one doing it because I want to spend my time
talking to the podcast; I don't want to spend all my time editing the podcast, so I choose
to pay someone for that. And I don't charge a freakin' penny for you guys to get this
content. Or how I pay my team, and the fact that all of my business revenue is not 100
percent translated into my own personal income. Or how I've personally donated multiple
six figures to organizations that, for instance, combat homelessness or human trafficking.
Now, organizations that we support are for the BBIPOC communities and all the inequities
associated with that. That money that I give away doesn't go in my pocket either. But
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overall, do I even need to explain this? I don't bother explaining it anymore and I let
people talk, but sometimes in my own mind, I'm explaining it to myself for wanting more
money. It's because of the way we have demonized it so much, that I have to consistently
find myself doing the work to normalize it; normalize my wealth and remind myself that
it's just energy. Money just is, and I get to use it however I want. It's also no one's business
how much money I have, what I do with it, or the fact that I even want it in the first place.
This is my own work to do, and I keep doing this work. This is why I offer the Rich Babe
Academy, because I also regularly refresh this within myself. I live the Rich Babe Academy,
and I still have work to do, because in every single level, new things are going to come up.
And so, I keep going back to the system that I created to help me rewire my beliefs in the
first place. New beliefs pop up? Great; I have a system to work through them. So, what do
we actually - this is the last point that I want to make. This is the summary of this whole
podcast. What do we actually accomplish when we demonize money? What we
accomplish when we demonize money is that we put it in the hands of people who have ill
intentions. What do we accomplish when we stop demonizing money, and normalize it for
all people? All people get to have as much as they want. Well, more heart-centered souls
will realize that there is no pie in the sky; there is no limit to how much someone can have;
and we don't live in a zero-sum world. We can all be billionaires, if that's your true desire,
and knowing now that us having more doesn't take away from someone else. It's
especially okay to have more, whatever your definition of more is. And guys, please have
more so that you can do more, give more, and experience more. Please? Please take a
pledge, as a fellow lightworker right now, to learn the ins and outs of attracting more
money into your life. We need you to have more money. Yes, you listening right now. The
world needs you to have more money. So, please stop blocking it because others are
telling you it's a bad thing to have. Please, and thank you. So, more on money will be
coming to the podcast all month. I wanted to start here. It doesn't matter what any
practical tip I give you, until you realize this keystone principle of how money is just
money, and it doesn't have any meaning or power, until you give it a meaning or power of
your own choice. If this episode resonated with you, I would so appreciate it if you could
share it. I would so appreciate any tags, if this inspired you, or if you had some
breakthroughs or takeaways come through, or if you went, "Whoa, oh my God. I never
thought about it this way." Take a screenshot of this episode and upload it to your story,
tag me at @ManifestationBabe, and just share that takeaway with me. I would so
appreciate that. Also, your reviews are the best; they make my day, holy crap. You guys
are amazing, and this is how this podcast has been able to reach so many people because of your reviews. As a thank you, I am as always giving away a free Manifestation
Hypnosis to help you rewire your mind, so that you can attract more amazing things into
your life on autopilot while you sleep, basically. You can get that hypnosis by writing a
review, taking a screenshot of it before you submit it - because once you submit it, it goes
through this whole process and it gets lost somewhere on iTunes for a couple of days. So,
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take a screenshot of it and then send it to Hello@ManifestationBabe.com, and we will
send you the hypnosis in exchange. Alright, you guys. I'm so looking forward to Rich Babe
Season. It's my favorite month of the freakin' year. I love you guys so much, and I will
catch you in the next episode. Bye. Thank you so much for tuning into today's episode. If
you absolutely loved what you heard today, be sure to share it with me by leaving a
review on iTunes so that I can keep up the good stuff coming your way. If you aren't
already following me on social media, come soak up the extra inspiration on Instagram by
following @ManifestationBabe, or visiting my website at ManifestationBabe.com. I love
and adore you so much, and cannot wait to connect with you in the next episode. In the
meantime, go out there and manifest the magic.
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